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Rebuy 
Overview
My go to for all things ecommerce 

personalization, increasing AOV, and 

improving customer retention!



Rebuy is an AI Powered Ecommerce Personalization and Recommendations app that I utilize in the three main 

stages of a consumer’s journey with a brand:

1) Pre-checkout: To increase conversion rate and AOV during the discovery process.

2) During Checkout: Increase AOV

3) Post-Purchase: To boost AOV immediately post-checkout and to improve retention and increase LTV in the 

post-purchase experience.

Overview
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Rule
Builder
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Rebuy’s rule builder is the foundation of their app, 

allowing you to create rulesets with multiple 

conditions using OR and AND statements to 

choose who sees what and when.

Rule Builder
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Some Client 
Examples
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AI-powered recommended items at the 

bottom of a product page.

Helps with:

● New Product Discovery

● Increasing AOV

Recommended Items
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For almost every merchant I work with I like to implement 

Rebuy’s Smart Cart. It’s already amazing, but they’ve got 

some REALLY cool things coming as well!

Helps with:

● Increasing subscription adoption via the Upgrade to 

Subscribe & Save CTA

● Increasing AOV and New Product Discovery via the 

You May Also Like Section

● Increasing AOV via Free Shipping and 

Gift-with-Purchase $ Amount Thresholds

Smart Cart
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Cross/Upsells
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This is literally free revenue for brands!!! My favorite is 

the immediate post-purchase 1-click cross/upsell. The 

order has already processed, so you have no risk of 

losing this customer, and on average I see about 10-12% 

of customers take advantage of the offer. Rebuy just 

appends the item to the existing order. Say it with me, 

FREE REVENUE.

Enables:

● Cross and Upsells within the Shopify Checkout

● Immediate Post-Purchase 1-click Cross and 

Upsells



Malomo
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As if they didn’t plug into enough of our customer 

experience already, I’m able to showcase Rebuy’s 

dynamic product recommendations within brand’s 

custom Malomo order tracking pages.

Helps with:

● Additional Product Discovery

● Increasing LTV



Replenishment
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Reducing friction is the name of the game when it 

comes to keeping your one-shot customers happy 

and ordering from your store. I used to try and do 

this via roundabout Shopify permalinks out of 

Klaviyo, but now Rebuy will just pull in all of the 

previous order data via the customers last Order 

ID, create a landing page with a pre-populated 

cart, GWP or free shipping threshold bar, and 

additional product recommendations!

Helps with:

● Improving Retention

● Additional Product Discovery

● Increasing AOV 💡 Pro-Tip: These are really powerful when the customer’s last 

order is larger with multiple different SKUs.



Subscription Re-activation
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If you don’t have a cancelled subscription winback 

flow set up your brand is missing out on 

customers that could’ve been saved! Rebuy’s 

reactivate landing pages make it extremely easy 

for customers to reactive with just 1-click.

Helps with:

● Improving Retention

● Increasing LTV



Klaviyo 
Events
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Rebuy’s new Klaviyo Events feature allows you to 

pass through custom event triggers to Klaviyo that 

include Rebuy’s dynamic product 

recommendations and personalized landing pages.

Right now, the only trigger is Order Placed, but 

there are a lot more coming!

I also hear that there is an events integration 

coming soon with Attentive :)

Klaviyo Events
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DOWNLOAD 
THE APP!
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https://rebuyengine.com/app-store/shopify?ref=596
https://rebuyengine.com/app-store/shopify?ref=596

